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Abstract—This paper describes a set of experiments
based on ACPI BIOS measurements which evaluate
the energy consumption of an IEEE802.11 wireless net-
work interface. Based on our ACPI measurements, two
models of energy consumption are presented in sec-
tion VI: (1) an analytical model for network simula-
tor, (2) an empirical model for testbed implementation.
The aim of these studies is to provide an environnement
both for simulation and implementation. This work is
the first step to propose a new power-aware routing pro-
tocol for mobile ad-hoc networks.

I. INTRODUCTION

A MANET 1 network [2] consists of a set of mobile
hosts/routers connected together with wireless links
and working as a network with no dedicated routing
infrastructure nor centralized administration. Besides
obvious military applications, ad-hoc networks may
be used in any environment requiring a rapidly de-
ployable wireless infrastructure. In MANET, a mo-
bile host is required to forward packets between nodes
whether or not it is the destination of the communica-
tion. Such an approach has an impact on node en-
ergy consumption as packet transmissions consume
battery power. Classical routing protocols use met-
rics such as number of hops or delays between routers
but in an ad-hoc network context, it would be interest-
ing to consider the remaining battery power of nodes.
This should prevent from using all battery resources
of a node when an alternate route can be found to
spread the forwarding load more fairly within the net-
work. We thus expect to get a better behavior when
some nodes have low battery resources. The scope of
this paper stands as a preliminary study to perform a
battery aware routing algorithm. Based on measure-
ments we evaluate the feasibility of getting informa-
tion about battery consumption and we then present

1Mobile Ad-hoc NETwork : IETF Working Group

a mathematical model to predict the remaining energy
consumption of a mobile host. This model is based on
the measurements given by ACPI BIOS evaluation.

II. RELATED WORK

Many empirical studies precisely determine the en-
ergy consumption of mobiles and propose mathemat-
ical models of this consumption [6], [4], [3]. In these
articles, it is clearly shown that energy consumption
and transmission bandwidth are not synonymous as it
is necessary to consider not only the cost of transmit-
ting a packet but also of receiving and even discarding
it. Figure 2 shows that a network interface is a signifi-
cant source of energy consumption for a mobile host,
but the energy consumed by an interface depends on
its operating mode.

Accurate measurements are made with specific
electronic equipments able to measure energy con-
sumption inmWatts [6], [9]. These measurements
identify the energy consumption of a mobile host de-
pending on the operating mode of its wireless inter-
face. These measurements nevertheless are not easy
to reproduce as such, for ad-hoc networks, as they re-
quire particular measurement tools. The aim of our
research is to make efficient measurements to estimate
the power-level of an host. This may not be as accu-
rate as the previous studies but this approach doesn’t
require any special type of equipments. We thus pro-
pose to use ACPI management. An exhaustive pre-
sentation of ACPI BIOS is presented in III.

III. ACPI AND POWER MANAGEMENT

[8] presents the implementation of ACPI specifica-
tions and its goals. A brief description extract from
this article is explained below.

The Advanced Configuration and Power Interface
(ACPI) specification was introduced by Intel, Toshiba
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and Phoenix (joined later by Compaq and Microsoft).
It defines the hardware and software interfaces that
enable operating system directed power management
system to control the power of various motherboard
components. It was developed to establish common
interfaces for various hardware devices enabling oper-
ating systems to direct power management of both de-
vices and entire system. ACPI evolves from the exist-
ing collection of power management BIOS code, Ad-
vanced Power Management (APM) application pro-
gramming interfaces, tables and so on into well-
defined power management and configuration inter-
face specification. ACPI provides the means for an
orderly transition from existing legacy hardware to
ACPI hardware, and it allows for both ACPI and
legacy mechanisms to exist in a single machine and
to be used as needed.

A. ACPI Specification and Structure

ACPI defines the hardware and software interface
and the data structures that exist at this level. The
specification describes the interfaces between compo-
nents, the contents of the ACPI System Description
Tables, and the related semantics of the other ACPI
components. The ACPI System Description Tables,
is the heart of the ACPI implementation and the role
of ACPI system firmware is primarily to supply the
ACPI tables to the layers above it. ACPI is merely a
software-hardware specification. More details about
ACPI specifications and the table it exposes can be
found in ACPI specifications [1].

B. Goals

The primary goals of ACPI are:
1) The interfaces should be applicable and suitable

to all classes of computers including desktops,
mobile workstations and server machines.

2) ACPI compliant hardware devices should pro-
vide an uniform interface. They implement 4
processor states, 4 different global states and 5
different sleep states (S0 - S5). For example, S5
is soft off state, S4 is sleeping state. S4 con-
sumes more power than S5, but takes less time
to wakeup from sleep mode.

3) Machine implementers have the freedom to im-
plement a wide range of solutions, while still
maintaining fun os support.

4) Implementation of power management at oper-
ating system level win makes it practical for the
OS and application to be aware of power con-
sumption.

In traditional systems, the hardware-software inter-
face also known as BIOS uses the power interface
provided by the hardware to switch modes. The de-
facto standards has been the Advanced Power Man-
agement system or APM introduced by Intel and Mi-
crosoft. The user specifies timeout values for vari-
ous devices such as disks and network interfaces. The
BIOS switches to power saving modes when the de-
vice is inactive until it hits the timeout. For example, a
hard disk is made to spin down to save power, the net-
work interfaces are switched to sleep state, memory is
moved to power down state, processors are switched
to lower frequency and/or voltage etc.

With this traditional style of power management,
BIOS does a significant amount of work. The policies
implemented in the ROM BIOS are rather too simple,
as it is complicated to write BIOS code. Resides that,
the policies are fixed, as the code that implements var-
ious policies are burned into ROM.

ACPI is a substitute for APM at the hardware-
software level. However ACPI, unlike APM, does
not deal with power management. Instead it exposes
the tables present in various hardware devices to the
operating systems. ACPI lays the responsibility of
power management on the operating system as it is in
the best position to make judgments relating to power
management. In effect, ACPI is a standard that en-
courages hardware vendors to provide a standardized
interface that is ACPI compliant, and operating sys-
tems to export the tables that ACPI exposes to the ap-
plications. Much of the work is now done at the OS
level and rather than at the hardware or BIOS level.

Implementing ACPI at the OS level is much eas-
ier. Various policies can be implemented for devices
present in the system. It encourages hardware ven-
dors to just provide the interface for switching power
states, and not actually do any power savings. This
means that, we now have an unification of power man-
agement algorithms in the OS which will reduce con-
flicts between hardware, firmware and will enhance
reliability. Power management at the OS level also al-
lows us to implement complicated policies, allowing
the users to turn the knob between conservative and
aggressive power saving modes. Advantages of ACPI
include:

1) Moving power management functionality into
the OS makes it available on every machine on
which the OS is installed. The level of func-
tionality (power savings, and so on) varies from
machine to machine, but users and applications
will see the same power interface and semantics
on all ACPI compliant machines.
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2) Power management is not restricted at the BIOS
and the hardware level. With ACPI and a suit-
able model, applications can tune themselves
and conserve power.

3) There is much less state information for the
BIOS to retain and manage because the OS
manages it. This leads to a simpler implemen-
tation at the BIOS level.

4) Power management algorithms are unified in
the OS, yielding much better integration be-
tween the OS and the hardware.

5) OS can deal with power management of devices
dynamically, as the interface provides dynamic
registering or loading and unloading of devices.

C. How we use it ?

Thanks to the FreeBSDsysctl command, we are
able to get battery state information.

hw.acpi.power_button_state: S2
hw.acpi.sleep_button_state: S1
hw.acpi.lid_switch_state: S2
hw.acpi.standby_state: S1
hw.acpi.suspend_state: S3
hw.acpi.sleep_delay: 0
hw.acpi.s4bios: 1
hw.acpi.verbose: 0
hw.acpi.disable_on_poweroff: 1
hw.acpi.thermal.min_runtime: 0
hw.acpi.thermal.polling_rate: 30
hw.acpi.thermal.tz0.temperature: 3307
hw.acpi.thermal.tz0.active: -1
hw.acpi.thermal.tz0.thermal_flags: 0
hw.acpi.thermal.tz0._PSV: -1
hw.acpi.thermal.tz0._HOT: -1
hw.acpi.thermal.tz0._CRT: 3712
hw.acpi.thermal.tz0._ACx: -1 -1 -1 -1 -1
-1 -1 -1 -1 -1
hw.acpi.acline: 0
hw.acpi.battery.life: 99
hw.acpi.battery.time: 256
hw.acpi.battery.state: 1
hw.acpi.battery.units: 1
hw.acpi.battery.info_expire: 5

• hw.acpi.battery.life: % battery
• hw.acpi.battery.time: estimation of remaining

time in minute
• hw.acpi.battery.state: 1 for out-load, 2 in-load
• hw.acpi.battery.units: number of battery unit

in the mobile
• hw.acpi.battery.info expire: refresh rate in

second

IV. EXPERIMENTAL BACKGROUND

In order to measure energy consumption of mobile
hosts, we have used a test-bed of 3 mobiles like pre-
sented in 1.

• a transmitter : A
• a forwarder: B

A

B

C
10.0.1.1/24

10.0.1.2/24

10.0.2.2/24

10.0.2.1/24

Fig. 1. Testbed

• a receiver : C
Each mobile is composed of a DELLc© Pen-

tium III 800Mhz with 256Mo RAM equiped with
CISCOc© 350 Wireless card. Each machine was
placed roughly 20cm apart. Care was taken that each
mobile host was configured in the same manner and
running an identical set of processes, since the larger
the load on the processor the larger its energy con-
sumption[10]. Thus by running an identical set of pro-
cess, only the consumption related to the wireless card
is a variable in our experiments.

Although for our experiments, mobility is not the
core of our study we have chosen to be as close as
possible as real operating conditions. Therefore we
have chosen to emulate an ad-hoc routing protocol by
setting the route between host A and C as presented
in figure 1. Host B has two IPs address thanks to IP
aliasing and is a forwarder between host A and host C.
So, mobile C is reachable by mobile A through B. The
traffic generated for our tests is obtained with a traffic-
generator called BENCH [7]. We transmit TCP traffic
of 1024 bytes packets from host A to host C.

V. EXPERIMENTAL MEASUREMENTS AND

RESULTS

A. Energy consumption states

The network interface of a mobile host is able to
take four states :

1) transmit : for transmitting data,
2) receive : for receiving data,
3) idle mode : in this state, the interface is able to

transmit or receive data, this is the default mode,
4) sleep mode : extremely low power consump-

tion, the interface can neither transmit nor re-
ceive until it is woken up.

[5] shows that transmission is more consuming in
terms of battery than reception. Through experimental
results, this paper shows that the consumption of a Lu-
cent IEEE 802.11 card is approximately25% higher
in receive mode than in idle mode and approximately
63% higher in transmit mode than idle mode. These
results appear to be similar with different types of
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card. In an ad-hoc network, hosts will hear all trans-
missions in their neighborhood, whether or not they
are part of the communication. It may thus be inter-
esting to define a passive receive mode, which would
not require a handling at OSI layer 3. The distinction
between idle and passive receive mode would be in-
teresting to make but special equipments, such as the
ones used [5] would be needed to differentiate these
two states. As for our experiments we base only our
measurements on the ACPI BIOS information it is not
possible to make such a distinction. For our definition
of a low consumption state we will thus assimilate the
idle and passive receive mode.

The aim of our measurements is to determine the
energy consumption of a forwarding host, as we want
to identify the battery discharge due to data forward-
ing. For this purpose we only need to measure the
discharge of forwarding nodes and two consumption
states are required:

• high consumption statewhen the host is in for-
warding mode (receive and transmit mode),

• low consumption statewhen the host does not
forward packets (passive receive or idle mode).

This first definition of two consumption states may ap-
pear simple but information returned by BIOS ACPI
gives the real perception a mobile node has of its own
energy consumption.

B. Hypothesis

In this section we will present the parameters defin-
ing our experimental scenarios.

1) Size of packets:All our traffic is composed of
1024 bytes packets. Others experiments have already
shown the importance of packets size on a ad-hoc net-
work and its influence on energy consumption. Then
we have chosen to simplify our measurements and not
take into account this variable.

2) Signal strength: When the receiving signal is
too low, the transmitter can often detect it and if neces-
sary decide to decrease its transmission speed to per-
mit a better reception. It may thus affect slightly the
energy required to receive data. Nevertheless we have
decided to neglect this effect and thus to simplify our
studies by not taking into account signal strength vari-
ation. This would be also very difficult to quantify the
signal strength effect without specific equipments.

3) Measurements presentation:Each figure below
has an x-axis which represents the time in seconds and
a y-axis which gives the percentage of battery load
except for figure 9 where we have swapped these axes
to simplify the comprehension.
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Fig. 2. Comparison of battery discharge with or without wireless
card

C. Threshold characterization

ACPI BIOS doesn’t give a linear estimation of bat-
tery discharge. Figure 2 shows that about75% of bat-
tery charge, the mobile host accuses a rapid discharge.
From now on, we callbattery thresholdthe thresh-
old corresponding to a rapid decrease on energy con-
sumption estimation. One can note that this threshold
differs from each battery used, but it seems that this
threshold is approximately comprised between70%
and80%.

D. Battery discharge of a forwarding mobile host

In order to confirm the effect of packet forward-
ing on battery resources we have generated a traf-
fic from host A to host C. Host B was acting as a
router for this traffic. As shown on figure 3, when
B forwards a2Mbit/s traffic, its battery level de-
creases more rapidly than when it forwards data at
0.5Mbit/s. Note that for these experiments, we have
not restricted our transmission to a given volume of
data but in both cases we have transmitted until the
battery was fully discharged. The maximum data rate
chosen for our experiments (2Mbit/s) is close to the
maximum TCP throughput that can be reached with a
node receiving and transmitting simultaneously.

From these measurements we can see that the bat-
tery discharge is faster at2Mbit/s than at0.5Mbit/s
but it is not possible to conclude whether this is due
to the volume of forwarded data or to the transmission
rate.
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Fig. 3. Comparison of battery discharge with different through-
put

E. With constant throughput and a fixed number of
messages

In this section we want to compare the impact of
volume of data transmitted versus data throughput to
determine which one as a greater effect on battery dis-
charge. We have used the same operating conditions
as for the tests presented in section V-D. We have
simply fixed the number of packets transitting through
node B. As shown on figure 4, energy consumption
becomes more important when we transmit 200000
packets at0.5Mbit/s than at2Mbit/s. This shows
that a node with little battery power left should ei-
ther stop transmitting or transmit as fast as possible
the transitting packets. This can be explained by the
fact a wireless card consumes more energy when its
components are active. Thus for a given amount of
data the faster the node transmits, the shorter it will
stay active. The transmission speed doesn’t affect as
much the battery consumption at least to a certain ex-
tend.

The results also clearly show that at the end of the
transfer of the 200000 packets at2Mbit/s, the energy
curve matches the pattern of the curve in idle mode
and so decreases its energy consumption less quickly
than before.

Other measurements like the ones presented in fig-
ure 5 confirm the importance of the couple(through-
put, number of transmitted messages)in the evalua-
tion of the mobile host energy consumption.
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Fig. 5. Variation of battery discharge depending on the for-
warded traffic

VI. CALCUL AND MODEL FOR ENERGY

CONSUMPTION EVALUATION

A. Mathematical model

Depending on the mode we are in, high or low con-
sumption mode2, the discharge curve can be defined
by an exponential or a linear function. In low con-
sumption mode, the curve remains linear until the dis-
charge threshold is reached. At this stage, the dis-
charge accelerates and becomes similar to the one ob-
tained in a high consumption mode. The value of this
discharge threshold3 may differ from one battery to
another and can also vary during a battery lifetime. In
our tests, its value remained quite stable and the curve
in low discharge mode (no forwarding) changes its de-

2The 2 modes are defined in V-A.
3See section V-C for details.
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crease slope approximately when the battery reached
80% of its remaining capacity.

The consumption mode has also an impact on the
slope inclination as explained in the previous sections.
As a mobile host transmits data, it reaches faster its
threshold than when it is in low consumption mode.

In order to evaluate the remaining lifetime of a bat-
tery we are presenting a model of a battery consump-
tion curve. In low consumption mode, This model
is decomposed in two parts one before reaching the
threshold one after. In high consumtion mode only
the exponential formula is needed.

• high consumption state :

y = %battery−init − eλ∗x (1)

λ is function of the throughput
• low consumption state (before the threshold):

y = %battery−current − (ǫ ∗ x) (2)

In these formula,ǫ corresponds to the discharge
slope in low consumption mode. Note that theǫ
value is fixed for a given battery. Its value may
vary in time depending on how old the battery is,
but for our experiments and in low consumption
modeǫ remained equal to0.009.

In Figures 6 and 7 we supperpose the curves our
mathematical model and the plots obtained in figure
3, 4 and 5, in order to validate these equations. The
values ofλ andǫ are found by empirical approxima-
tions.
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On figure 7 we can see that the2Mbit/s traffic
curve is properly defined with our equations. From:
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{

t = [0, 800] : 100 − e0.0035∗x

t = [801, 1800] : (−0.09 ∗ x) + 89
(3)

After t ≈ 1800 we reach the threshold which in-
dicates we are now in high consumption mode and
the remaining lifetime of the battery is low. We have
not drawn the mathematical model for this part of the
curve on the figure.

B. Empirical model

Equations given above are interesting to use with a
network simulator, but for a real testbed, they require
to know the initial battery level at the start of the mea-
surements and the values ofλ andǫ. All these param-
eters depends on the battery used and on the through-
put forλ only. Such parameters may be somehow dif-
ficult to get as for instance it is restrictive to assume
each battery will be fully charged at the start of the al-
gorithm. Thus for our context of power saving routing
protocol, we can not assume all these parameters can
be obtained. We have thus defined an simpler algo-
rithm which automatically determines whether a node
increases or reduces its battery consumption thanks to
the results obtained with the ACPI measurements.

Figure 8 presents a simple manner to calculate the
fluctuations of energy consumption without knowing
the current battery state nor the consumption mode4.
Each segmentp1 and p2 on figure 8 represents the
laps of time a node stays at the same battery load.
Each time the decrease represents1% of the battery
discharge, we measure the length of thep segment.

4high or low
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Fig. 8. Calcul method of the curve slope

Thanks to this simple algorithm below, we are able
to determine if host is reducing or increasing its bat-
tery consumption by looking at thep value.

1 low_consumption_p = current_p = 0
while
{

measured_p = current_p
5 if (current_p < low_consumption_p)

state = high_consumption
else

low_consumption_p = current_p
state = low_consumption

10 return(state,measured_p)
}

This algorithm compares the current segment
length (time during which the node remains at the
same battery level) with the previous segment length
in order to find the larger one. By simple dichotomy,
we can deduce whether we are in higher or lower con-
sumption mode. The larger stored segment identifies
the lowest consumption mode for our experiments.

We have implemented this algorithm on mobile
host and compare to the energy consumption given
by ACPI BIOS informations. Results are presented in
figure 9. We could show that after start where the al-
gorithm determine the initial state, evaluation of low
or high consumption mode is correct. This method
has the advantage that it does not take care about en-
ergy consumption of receiving or emitting messages.
We are focused only on the energy consumption and
are able to give the state of our host.

VII. C ONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In a concern of spreading more fairly the forward-
ing load among nodes it is important to define a
battery-aware ad-hoc routing protocol. The aim of
such an approach is to prevent from fully discharging
mobile terminals batteries for communications they
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Fig. 9. Evaluation of battery state

are not part of. A battery aware routing algorithm
would take into account the current battery level of
nodes to determine the route in the network, with the
lower battery consumption cost.

Such an approach would only be feasible if one
can evaluate in real time the remaining battery level
of mobile terminals. Many experimental results have
been presented which give accurate measures of a bat-
tery discharge, but they require dedicated equipments
to obtain these measurements.

The contribution of our work in this paper is to
present experimental results which give rough, but
significative, information about a battery discharge.
We propose two models to evaluate the remaining life-
time of a battery. The first one is an analytical model
which can be used with a network simulator and a sec-
ond an empirical one to be used for real testbed.

We have shown that the discharge pattern can be
classified as high and low consumption mode depend-
ing on both the amount of forwarded traffic and the
remaining lifetime of the battery. We present an easy
way to implement this model which can later be in-
corporated in many energy aware routing algorithm.
This implementation can be done with the ACPI BIOS
tools which can be currently found on many laptops.
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